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1. Introduction
Let F be a torus embedded in *S4 and X its exterior. The peripheral
subgroup of F is the image of nt(dX) by the map /„ induced by the
inclusion i: dXc+X. So it is isomorphic to the direct sum of the infinite
cyclic group Z, which is generated by a meridian, and some quotient of
π1(F) = Z®Z. We denote by τF the second summand and call it the
type of F\ see [10, §3]. If F is unknotted, that is, F bounds a solid torus
in S 4 (see [7]), then τ F = 0 . If F is a torus constructed by spinning a
non-trivial classical knot, then τF=Z, cf. [3, 10, 11]. Asano [1] and
Litherland [10] constructed examples with τ F = Z φ Z . And Boyle [3]
showed that there are tori of type Z
n
 for n = 2,5 and 10 by attaching a
2-dimensional 1-handle to the 5-twist-spun trefoil.
We abbreviate the group π^S^ — F) of F as πF. It is known that
the second homology of the group H2(nF) is a quotient of H2(S4' — F) = Z φ
Z, and several authors gave examples having non-trivial second homology
[2, 4], see also [12]. Litherland [10] showed that H2(πF) is a quotient
of τF and that any quotient of Z φ Z is realizable as H2{πF) for some
torus F of type Z φ Z .
For abelian groups A and JB, we write A <B if A is a quotient of
B. It is natural to ask
QUESTION. For any abelian groups A and B such that A<B<ZφZf
does there exist a torus F in SA with H2(πF)^A and τF^B?
As a partial answer to this question, we show
* The author was partially supported by Grant-in-Aid for Encouragement of Young Scientist (No.
04740053), Ministry of Education, Science and Culture.
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Theorem. Suppose that A and B are abelian groups satisfying
A<B<Z@Z and one of the following conditions:
(1) B is either free or finite cyclic]
(2) The rank of B is one, and A is finite.
Then there exists a torus F in SA with H2(πF)^A and τF^B.
Thus the remaining cases are
(3) The ranks of A and B are one except for A=B = Z, and
(4) B is finite and not cyclic.
The proof of Theorem is divided into four lemmas except for the
above mentioned Litherland's case {B = Z®Z). In Sect. 2, we give a
torus F with H2(πF) = 0 and τF^Zp,p>0, which is constructed by
attaching a 1-handle to the 6-twist-spun trefoil (Lemma 1). In Sect. 3,
we define Litherland's satellite torus, and show that the satellite tori Σ
(Lemma 2) and Σ' (Lemma 3) with suitable patterns and companion F
satisfy H2(πΣ)^Zq and τ Σ ^ Z p , and H2(πΣ')^Zq and τΣ'^Zp®Z where
either q(>0) divides p(>0) or p = q = 0. Furthermore, we show that the
satellite torus Σ* with companion Σ' satisfies H2(πΣ*) = Zq@Zr and
τΣ*^Z
s
@Z with q(>0) dividing s(>0) and r > 0 (Lemma 4).
We work in piecewise-linear or smooth category. Both Bn and Dn
denote the unit balls and Sn denotes the unit sphere. For 0,1 eBn or
Dn, 0 is the center and 1 is a boundary point.
All the homology groups are taken with integer coefficient. If G is
a group, H2(G)^H2(X) where X is a K{G,X). If X is any CW-complex
with π1(X) = G, H2(G) is isomorphic to the cokernel of the Hurewicz
homomorphism n2(X) -> H2(X).
We use < | ) f° r ^ e group presentation, and <G|i?> means the
group obtained by adding new relations R to G. For a,beG, [a,b] denotes
the commutator of a and b; [a,b] = aba~1b~i. If AyB^G, then [A,B]
denotes the normal closure of { [α,b] \ aeA, beB}. We use C * " l " ^ f° r
the presentation of an additively written abelian group.
Z denotes the infinite cyclic group or the integers. Z
n
 denotes the
cyclic group of order n; especially, Z
γ
 means the trivial group 0 and
Z0 = Z. Z(x} and Zn(x) denote the cyclic groups with generator x. For
integers ra(>0) and «(>0), m\n means that m is a divisor of n.
The authors would like to thank the referee for his valuable comments.
2. Tori obtained by attaching 1-handles to 2-knots
Lemma 1. For any non-negative integer py there is a torus F such
that H2(πF) = 0 and τF^Zp.
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For p = 0, such an example is given by a spun torus; see [3, 10]. In
this section, we construct a torus by attaching a 1-handle to the 6-twist-spun
trefoil. We give a brief summary of what we need. The readers are
referred to Boyle's paper [3] for the details.
Let K be a 2-knot in S4, and h a 1-handle on K. We denote by
K-\-h the resulting torus. We can assume that the attaching disks of h
are very near on Ky and that the core of h represents an element g of
π = πi(SA — K). There exists an element gr of π', the commutator subgroup
of π, such that g = ?g\ where t is a meridian of π. We set
T(h) = {tng'Γn\neZ}y and call it the orbit of h. Conversely, for any
element g'eπ', there exists a 1-handle h such that g'eT(h)y and two
1-handles h1 and h2 are equivalent iff T(hi) = T(h2).
From [3, Lemmas 9 and 10], we have
Proposition 1. The fundamental group of the complement of
K+h, π(K+h)y is isomorphic to π/[ί, T(h)]. The peripheral subgroup of
K + h is generated by t and T(h) in π(K + h)y and thus the type of K+h
is Zp, where p is the order of gfeT(h) in π/[ί, T(h)].
For the remainder of this section, K denotes the 6-twist-sρun
trefoil. The group π is presented by
< x, y I xyx = yxy, [x6, y] = 1 >,
where x and y are meridians; see [14]. Letting a=yx~1> this becomes
< xy a I xax~ * = a(x2ax~2), x6ax~6 = a >.
Putting aι = xιax~\ the commutator subgroup π' is presented by
Letting b = aiy we have
a2 = a~
1b)a3 = b~
1
a~
1bya
from which, we see that π' becomes
(1)
which is given in [13, p. 307] as a presentation of the fundamental group
of the 6-fold covering space of S3 branched over the trefoil knot. It is
easy to see the second commutator subgroup π" of π is just the center of
π' and is the infinite cyclic group generated by c. The abelianized group
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π'/π" is the free abelian group of rank 2. For the group (1), see also [8,
p. 60]. The following are easy.
Claim 1. Any element ofπ' is uniquely expressible in the form akbιcmykyly
meZ.
Claim 2. In π'y for any kymyneZy the following holds:
(bman)k = ankbmkc ~ mnk^k + *^2
We denote by h
w
 the 1-handle on K corresponding to weπ'.
Claim 3. The orbit of h
c
mymeZy has length one:
and each of the other one has length six:
T(h
w
) = {wywly' yw5}y
where w — akbιcm, (ky ΐ) Φ (0,0), and w( = xιwx~ι, which are written as follows:
(2)
Denote G(kylym) by the group of K+hwy where w = akbιcm. Then
G(0,0,m) = π, and G(kylym)y(kyl)=£(0y0)y is presented by
(^xyaybyc\xax~1 =byxbx~1 =a~iby[ayc] = [byc] = ίyc=[ayb]yw = w1 = ••• = w 5 > .
Thus the commutator subgroup G\kylym) of G{kylym) is presented by
(aybyc\[ayc] = [byc] = \yc = [ayb]yw = wi = -=w5).
Cla im 4. In G{kylym)yck = cι = l.
Proof. From w = wly we get b
k
 = a
k + l
c~
kl
~
l
^~
1)/2
y which commutes
with a. On the other hand, by Claim 2, abka~1b~k = aa~ibkckb~k = cky
which is trivial. In the same way, wi=w2 implies c
ι
=\y completing the
proof. Π
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Thus (2) are rewritten as follows:
= a~
kb~ιcm; (3)
Let C be the subgroup of G\kylym) generated by c. Then C is just
the commutator subgroup, and G{kylym)/C is an abelian group of order
k2 + kl + l2. Thus we have
Claim 5. If (*,/)# (0,0), then G\kylyni) is a finite group.
It is easy to see that G'(β,0,m) is isomorphic to G'(0,&,m). In
G'(&,0,ra), w and (3) are as follows:
w = a
h
c
m;
Wi=b
k
c
m;
= a~
k
c
m;
and so G'(&,0,ra) is presented by
whose abelianized group is
Since it is easy to see that G'(&,0,m) and G'( — k,0,m) are isomorphic, we
shall consider G'(£,0,m) only for k>0 in Claims 6-8 below.
Claim 6. // k is odd, then G'(k,0ym) is presented by
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whose commutator subgroup C is
and thus the order of G'(k,0,m) is k3 and that of w = cm is \k/gcd(kym)\.
Proof. There is a representation φ of G(kf0,m) onto the group of the
matrices
r s
0 1 t
0 0 1
r,s,te Zk
defined by
1 1 0\ / I 0 0\ / I 0 Γ
φ(a)=\ 0 1 0 1, φ(b) = l O i l ) , and φ(c) = l 0 1 0 ) ;
0 0 1/ \0 0 1/ \ θ 0 1
cf. [8, Chapter 5, Exercise 4], Thus the order of c is k. •
Claim 7. // k is even, say 2r, then G'(k,0,m) is presented by
which is an extension of
by the cyclic group of order 2ry and thus the order of G'(ky0ym) is k3 and that
of w = cm + r is 2r/\gcd(2ry
Proof. First, notice that
where c = b2d~i. We define an automorphism σ of N by
σ(b) = bc and σ(c) = c,
and thus
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σ(b) = b3d~1 and
Since σ2r is the identity mapping and σ{cr) = c\ by [5, Theorem 15.3.1],
there exists an extension G of N by the cyclic group (a\a2r = 1), and G has
the same presentation as that of G'(&,0,m); cf. [8, Chapter 10, Proposition
1]. This completes the proof. •
REMARK. G'(2,0,m) is the quarternion group of order 8.
Claim 8. The second homology of the group G(k,0,m) is trivial.
Proof. We only prove for k = 2r. Let H be the subgroup of π
generated by a2rc~r, blrc~r and c2r, which we put α,jβ, and y, respectively.
Then we have:
xax~
i
=β,
xβχ-
1
=a~
1
βy2r{r-1\ aβa-^βγ, bβb'^β, cβc'^^β,
xyx~iz=yi aya~
1
=yy byb~
x
—y, cyc~1=yy
from which we see that H is a normal closure of {α,j8,y} in π, and
π/H=G(ky0)m). Since π is a 2-knot group, H 2(π) = 0 [9], and clearly
H a π'. Thus by [2, Lemma 1.4.1], H2(π/H)^H/[H,π]. In this group
from the above formulas, we have (X = β = γ = \. This completes the proof.
D
Combining Claims 6-8, we obtain Lemma 1 and also we have:
Corollary 1. For any positive integer ny there exist infinitely many
l-handles hhi=\y2y '-y on the 6-twise-spun trefoil K such that the group Gt
of the knotted torus K+ht satisfy the following:
(i) the peripheral subgroup of K + hι is Z@Z
n
\
(ii) Gt and Gj are not isomorphic if iφy, and
(iii) the second homology of G{ is trivial.
For the 1-handle h
c
m whose orbit has length one, we have the
following; cf. [11; 3, Theorem 13].
Corollary 2. The knotted tori K+h
cmy m = l,2, , sharing the same
group π are mutually inequivalent.
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Proof. We have remarked before Claim 1 that the center of π' is the
infinite cyclic group generated by c. Thus any automorphism of π sends
c to c±γ. In other words, there is no automorphism of π taking cm to c±n
if mφn. This completes the proof. •
3. Satellite tori
Following [10], we define a satellite torus. Let us regard *S3 as the
union of two standard solid tori: S3=D2 x ΘB2udD2 x B2. Let K be a
knot contained in a solid torus D2 x dB2. We set T=κ x S1 cz D2 x dB2
x S1. Let F be a torus in *S4, and let φ: dB2 x S1 ^> F be a homeomorph-
ism, and φ: D2 x dB2 x S1 -» SA its canonical extension, that is, φ is an
extension of φ by identifying dB2 x S 1 with 0 x dB2 x S 1 such that the
restriction φ\: \ xdB2 x S1 ^ S^ — F induces the zero map on the first
homology. Then φ(T) is called a satellite of Fpatterned on Tand denoted
by Σ(φyκyF).
We compute the group πΣ(φyκyF) using the van Kampen theorem to
the exterior of F and D2 x dB2 x S1 - T. We set
G = π1(D2 x dB2 xS1- T) = π1(D2 x dB2-κ) x Z(t)y
where t is represented by 1 x 1 XAS1, and
where x,y and z are represented by 3D2 x 1 x 1,1 x dB2 x 1 and l x l x S 1 ,
respectively. T h e fundamental groups take l x l x l as the base points.
Let φ+ : A -> πF be the map induced by the restriction φ\(dD2 x dB2 x Sι)
of φ, and !„: A-+G the map induced by the inclusion i: 3D2 x dB2 x S1 c;
D2 x dB2 xSι~T. Then we have
Note that if the type of F is not Z®Zy that is, φ+ is not injective, then
this does not display an amalgamated free product of πF and G.
Let p and q be positive integers with q\p or p = q = 0. There exists a
torus F with H2(nF) = 0 and τF= Zp by Lemma 1. Let φ be a homeomor-
phism such that
f*<?>©*<*'>
Let K: be a knot contained in a solid torus D2 x dB2 such that the following
conditions are satisfied:
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(i) K represents q times a generator of H^D2 xdB2).
(ii) K is trivial in *S3.
(iii) 3D1 x 1 is homotopically essential in S3 — fc, so the map i
m
 is injective.
If q > 0, then (iii) follows from (i). An example of such K is given in Figure
1, which indicates a (#,l)-torus knot for q>\.
q=Q 9=3
Figure 1
Lemma 2. Let Σ = Σ(φyκ,F). Then H2(πΣ)^Zq, and
Proof. Let G and A be the groups defined by:
and let φ+ and ϊt be the maps such that the following diagram is
commutative:
πF
I
A
I
X G
where the vertical arrows are canonical projections. We use the same
letters x>y,z and t for their image by the canonical projections. Since
(π^D2 x dB2 — κ)\iXy) = \y is the fundamental group of the space obtained
from D2 xdB2 — κ by attaching a 2-cell along the loop \xdB2y we see
that G = π 1 (5 3 -fc)x<ί | ί p =l> = Z<μ>®Zp<ί>> where μ is a meridian of
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π1(*Sr3 — K). On the other hand z+ maps x to μqfz to t. Then φ+ and *+
are injective, and so πΣ is an amalgamated free product of πF and G
along ^4.
We use the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence for the amalgamated free
product of groups; see [10, Lemma 7], It is easy to see that
fc,-φ+): H^Ά) -» H^fyφH^πF) is injective, and thus
H2(A) -> H2(G)®H2(πF) -+ H2(πΣ) -* 0
i exact. For any group if, K(Hx Z, 1) is homotopy equivalent to
So the Runneth formula implies H2(HxZ)^H2(
Z). Thus both i/2(^) and H2(G) split into
p, and Γ# also splits into the product of maps on each factor,
multiplication by q on Z and the identity on Z
r
 For the homology of the
cyclic group, see for example [6, p. 76]. Since H2(πF) = 0,H2(πΣ) is
isomorphic to the cokernel of Γ+, and thus H2(πΣ) = Z
q=0
9=3
Figure 2
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The peripheral subgroup of Σ is generated by the images of μ,£, and
the longitude of K. Since K is trivial in 5 3 , the image of the longitude
is trivial, and so the type of Σ is a cyclic subgroup generated by ί, which
has order p in G, obtaining τΣ ^  Zp. This completes the proof. •
REMARK. A torus F with H2(πF)^τF^Z is already constructed:
There is a ribbon torus F with H2(πF) = Z by [4, Theorem 1]. However
such a torus must be of type Z by [10, Lemmas 2 and 3].
Let K! be a knot contained in a solid torus D2 x dB2 satisfying the
above conditions (i), (iii) and
(ii') κr is non-trivial in *S3.
An example of such κf is given in Figure 2, which indicates a (qy 2)-torus
knot for q>2. See [10, pp. 429-430].
Lemma3. LetΣ' = Σ(φ,κ\F). ThenH2(πΣ')^Zq, andτΣ'^Zp®Z.
Proof. The calculation for H2{nΣ') is the same as that in the proof
of Lemma 2. However, the longitude of κr injects to πΣ', and so τΣ'
has the factor Z. •
For the sake of Lemma 4 below, we observe the generators of H2{πΣf)
and the peripheral subgroup of Σ' in more detail. Let U be a tubular
neighbourhood of κf in D2xdB2y and μ
r
 and X be a meridian and a
preferred longitude of κf in dU. Let G' = π1(£x»S1), where E = D2x
dB2-intU, and so G = π1(E) x Z < » . Let ζ: A -• G be the map induced
by the inclusion i: dD2 x dB2 x S1 c^Ex S1. Letting G' = <G'|ii(y) = ii(«p)
= 1), we define ΐ*. A-*G' as ϊ"* in Lemma 2.
By the sphere theorem, E is aspherical. So H2(G') = H2(E x S1),
which has generators a\b\ and c' represented by μ'xΛ/, μ'x S1 and
Λ/XiS1. If we attach a 2-cell e2 to 2? along a curve 1 xδi?2, then cr is
trivialized. Identifying Eve2 with D3 — κ\ and then attaching a 3-cell
e
3
, we obtain S3-κf. Then α' is trivialized in H2((S3-κ') x S1). The
fundamental groups of (D3 — κr) x S1 and (S3 — κr) x S1 are both isomorpic
to G' = <G'|^(3;) = 1>. Consider the following commutative diagram:
H^ExS1) = H2{G)
I I
H2{{D3-κ')xSι) - H2{G)
1 I
- ^ x S 1 ) - H2{G) -+H2(G)
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Each vertical arrow is induced by the inclusion of the space, and each
left horizontal arrow is a natural map from the second homology group
of the space to that of the fundamental group of the space. These are
all surjective. The right horizontal arrow is induced by the natural
projection of the group, which is surjective by [2, Lemma 1.4]; notice
that G = 71^-K^xZiz") and G'= πt(S3-κ')x Zp(z}. So only the
generator of H2(G') corresponding to V survives and generates
H2{Gf). Since H2(πF) = Oy the image of this generator of H2(Gf) generates
H2(πΣ').
As was already seen, the peripheral subgroup of Σ' is Z(/ i ' )©Z(l ' )0
Zp<f>, where ϊ(z) = t'.
Fix three positive integers qyry and s with q\s and let p = rs. Since
q\py by Lemma 3, the satellite torus Σ' = Σ{φyκ'yF) satisfies H2(πΣ')^Zq
and τΣ! = ZV®Z. Let κr be the (r,l)-torus knot contained in a solid
torus D2 x dB2. Let i
φ
: A -> π
x
((D2 x dB2-κ
r
) x S1) be the map induced
by the inclusion. Let φ*: dB2 x S1 -> Σ' be a homeomorphism such that
φ\\A-+πΣr maps xyyy and z to μ'yt!', and λ'y respectively, and thus
kcr φ\ = Z(y").
Lemma 4. Let Σ* = Σ(φ*,κ
r
,Σ'). Then H2(πΣ*)^Zq®Zr> and τΣ*^
ZS®Z.
Proof. We set
and
G* = <π^CD 2 x d B 2 - κ
r
) x S1)\κ(yp) = 1 >•
Putting Γ = < π^D2 x δβ 2 - κ
r
) | h(yp) = 1 >, we have G* = Γ x Zφ. π^D2
x dB2 — κ
r
) has a presentation (uyμ\urμu~r = μ)y where μ is a meridian of κr
and w is represented by the core of the solid torus. Γ is the fundamental
group of the space obtained from D2 x dB2 — κ
r
 by attaching a 2-cell e2
along the loop 1 x dB2 by a map of degree p: Γ = π1((D2 x dB2 — κr)κjpe2).
Since uμ is represented by this loop, putting uμ=yy we have
Thus H1(Γ) = Z < / ί ) Θ Z / 3 ; ) .
We define the injections φ\: A*^>πΣr and i^. A* ^ > G in the same
way. Then πΣ* is an amalgamated free product of riΣ' and G* along A*.
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Since {t.,-φ*+):H1{At)-*Hι(Gr)®H1(πΣ') is injective, we have an
exact sequence:
H2{A*) -* H2(σ)@H2(πΣ') -> H2(πΣ") -> 0.
Now H2(A) = H2(dD2 xdB2 x S1) = ia,b,c\y, where a,b, and c are
represented by δDz x δ£ 2 x \,dD2 x l x S 1 and 1 x dB2 x S1, respectively.
Let a*,b*,and c* be the images of α,b, and c by the canonical map
H2(A) ->• H2(A*). By the Kunneth formula, we have
H2(A*) = H2(Z®ZpφZ)
= H2(Z@Zp)®H0(Z)@Hι(Z®Zp)®H1(Z)
where b* and c* correspond to x and yy the generators of H1(Z@Zp).
We first determine the map Ϊ+: H2(A*) -> H2(G*). As we will see in
Claim 9, H2(Γ) = Zpy and so we have
= H2(Γ)®H0(Z)®H1(Γ)®H1(Z)
where α is the generator of H2(Γ) and βy y correspond to μ,y, the
generators of iϊ1(Γ). Let ix and i2 be the maps which are the restrictions
of Γ+ to the first and the second factors of H2(A*)y respectively. Consider
the following commutative diagram:
H2(dD2xdB2vpe2) -> H2((D2 xdB2-κr)upe2)
1 I
H2(Z@Zp) - H2(Γ)
Each vertiacal arrow is a natural map, which is surjective. The top
horizontal arrow is induced by the inclusion, and is surjective. Therefore
i
x
 is surjective. The first factors are both isomorphic to Zp, and so ix
is an isomorphism. Thus we may write 1^0?) = α.
For the second factor, ζ, maps x to μr and y to 3;. So we have
Next we must determine the map φ\ : H2(A*) -• H2{πΣ'). This maps
α*,b* and c* to b',α\ and c', respectively, the generators of H2(Ex S1). As
was already observed, only V survives and generates H2(πΣr), and therefore
we have φ\(α*) = b' and φ
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Hence we obtain
The peripheral subgroup of Σ* is generated by μ and λ> a meridian
and a longitude of κ
r
, and t. By the choice of </>*, t injects to πΣ*. We
can choose λ = xyr and x = μr in n
γ
{D2 x dB2 — κ
r
), where x and y are
represented by the loops 3D2 x 1 and 1 xdB2, respectively. Thus τΣ* is
generated by yr and t. The order of y is p = rs, and so that of yr is
s. This completes the proof. •
Claim 9. H2(Γ)^ZP.
Proof. Let
and (pt: H-+Gh i=l,2, be the injections defined by φi(v) = v and
φ2(v) = ur. Then
=y, yp = 1, ^  = wr
is an amalgamated free product of Gi and G2 along //. Since
( 9 I « - Φ 2 ): Hi(H)-^H1(G1)φHi(G2) is injective and H2(H) = H2(G2) =
0, using the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence, we have H2{Γ) = H2{G{). The
result follows from the Kiinneth formula. •
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